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Jurisdiction

Question(s)
1.
a.
b.

Is your state experiencing an subtle increase in administrative or voluntary dissolutions for non-profit corporations?
( The last 12-24 months)
If yes, have you analyzed the reason they are dissolving?
If yes, have you made any corrections such as outreach or education?

2.

Do you have a high % of reinstatements after administrative dissolution for non-profits?

Manitoba
Corporations
Canada
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas

We haven’t been tracking nonprofits over other corps, and we also haven’t noted any particular spikes in dissolutions.

California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of
Columbia

IN DC we have not experienced any spikes in dissolutions or reinstatements for nonprofit corporations.
Numbers are pretty much the same over years.

Florida
Georgia
Hawaii

The numbers increased a little bit when we started accepting online reinstatements for all filing types couple of months ago.
Florida has noticed no increases in dissolutions of non-profits.
I checked the nonprofit dissolutions, administrative and voluntary, there no marked increases in Hawaii.
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Jurisdiction

Question(s)
1.
a.
b.

Is your state experiencing an subtle increase in administrative or voluntary dissolutions for non-profit corporations?
( The last 12-24 months)
If yes, have you analyzed the reason they are dissolving?
If yes, have you made any corrections such as outreach or education?

2.

Do you have a high % of reinstatements after administrative dissolution for non-profits?

Idaho
Illinois
Indiana

IN’s administrative numbers are the same on average each month. We do not track nonprofit numbers specifically in regards
to administrative dissolution or reinstatement.

Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine

Louisiana does not track dissolutions by corporation type.

Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan

Michigan has not on both questions

Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada

We also do not track specific numbers of dissolutions for a specific entity type, but in handling the documents I have not
noticed an uptick in any one type of filing we normally handle.
Nevada does not track dissolutions by corporation type. There has not been any marked increase in dissolutions.

New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
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Jurisdiction

Question(s)
1.
a.
b.

North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio

Is your state experiencing an subtle increase in administrative or voluntary dissolutions for non-profit corporations?
( The last 12-24 months)
If yes, have you analyzed the reason they are dissolving?
If yes, have you made any corrections such as outreach or education?

2.
Do you have a high % of reinstatements after administrative dissolution for non-profits?
Nonprofit entities are not required to file an annual report; therefore, there are very few adm. dissolutions on nonprofit entities.
I haven't seen an increase in either voluntary or administrative dissolutions.
In North Dakota, we’ve seen the opposite. We’ve seen a spike in the number of nonprofit organization creations
I have not noticed an increase in dissolutions and there is no option in Ohio to reinstate after a dissolution.

Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah

Utah has not on both questions

Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Additional comments:
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Full text of email:
Afternoon everyone,

I have questions, curious to see if there is a trend.

1.

Is your state experiencing an subtle increase in administrative or voluntary dissolutions for nonprofit corporations? (The last 12-24 months)

a.

If yes, have you analyzed the reason they are dissolving?

b.

If yes, have you made any corrections such as outreach or education?

2.

Do you have a high % of reinstatements after administrative dissolution for nonprofits?

Thank you for the feedback, have a great weekend!

Patrick

Patrick Reed
Operations Manager
Division of Corporations and Charities
Office of the Secretary of State
360.725.0358
patrick.reed@sos.wa.gov
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